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Towards a Planetary Identity
Abstract
At present, human thinking is limited by each person's own cognitie abilites, perceptual
experiences and the indiiidual, reduced model of the world. Although we are expanding
our cognitie abilites through language, thinking tools, (computer-)ssystems (Engelbart,
1963s and interacton with other brains (Clark, 2003s, society is becoming increasingly too
complex for indiiidual brains.
Our capitalist social structure has led to immense inequality for decades, weakened the
capacity for cooperaton (Sennett, 2014s and resulted in the conscious destructon of the
planetary habitat (Latour, 2018s, (Steffen et al., 2015s.
In contrast, we at lys are deieloping a decentralized complex adaptie system that forms
the framework of a partcipatory collectie intelligence. In a sustainable society, all human
beings are networked iia implanted synthetc neurons, so that their thoughts are already
in the process of originatng in the community. This allows for far more complex thinking
processes, decentralizes decision-)making processes, and the indiiidual acts less selfshly,
but for the collectie beneft and in planetary sustainability.
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Introduction

In the frst years of our liies we are educated to indiiidualism and construct our own identty in
dialogue with society. Through marketng strategies, the indiiiduality of the indiiidual is exagger-)
ated in its uniqueness. Indiiiduality and capitalism are mutually benefcial. For the purpose of com -)
petton, selfsh thinking takes precedence oier collectie thinking. Indiiidualism on a planetary
scale is unsustainable and, to an excessiie extent, not conduciie to the suriiial of humanity.
"Identty is not what matters in suriiial." (Parft, 1987s On the one hand, identty has no purely bi-)
ological basis (but is culturally constructeds, on the other hand we depriie ourselies of our biologi-)
cal basis (our liiing spaces with this constructon and the resultng behaiior.
We already socialized people are not able to giie up our indiiidual self-)image. But we can make
it possible for future generatons to experience themselies not as a self but as a collectie, grow-)
ing up with a collectie self-)image from childhood. This also changes the entre social system,
which is currently based on destructie indiiidualism, especially in Western countries.
Although one's own iiew of the world is experienced from an indiiidual central perspectie, this
center does not exist in our eniironment and in our society. Our society is based on a poly-)centric
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order, the complexity of which can no longer be grasped by indiiiduals and which can hardly be
controlled (Gertenbach et al., 2010, p. 32s.
Due to the direct networking of the brains, these 1s can access a much greater wealth of knowl-)
edge and experience and 2s due to the much higher number of neurons, haie a much higher
"computng power" which enables far more complex and associatie thoughts than it is possible in
a single brain. Networking leads to direct decentralized collectie intelligence. Thoughts are in the
process of their origin in the community.
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Open Self-Concept

Intuitiely it seems to us as if our thoughts originated genuinely in us and as if we were the sole
authors of our identty. But this is essentally determined by external social factors (Dennett,
1995s, (Blackmore, 1999s. Our actons are also incomprehensible in their origin, as they originate
from a network of countless actors (Latour, 2010, p. 81 f.s. In exchange with our eniironment, our
synaptc connectons and thus also what we perceiie as our self are constantly changing (Seung,
2013, p. XVIs.
This 'self' arises in the frst years of life as a cultural constructon in the dialogue between sei-)
eral brains (Singer, 2013a, p. 73s. As a child, we are addressed by adults as a unifed indiiidual.
This creates the impression of the singular self (Roth, 2015, p. 98s. The self model is iery strongly
determined from the outside and can only be formed in the incorporaton of others. The ability to
put oneself in the positon of others and to communicate with them through cultural meta repre -)
sentatons is essental (Singer, 2013a, p. 74s.
The degree of indiiidualizaton is linked to the amount and iariety of external infuences.
Thanks to the global networking already in place, this self-)concept can now in principle be made
much more open and comprehensiie than in the past, since much more informaton can be incor-)
porated into the design from outside. Future neuronal networking will allow a much more direct
access to others and thus increase the complexity of our self.
To this end, howeier, we must be prepared to gradually dissolie the genuine mind we perceiie
in this way for the beneft of society. Through the factual physical networking we are aware that
we are not the sole authors of our thoughts. Accordingly, our self-)percepton is changing.
This self-)abandonment cannot easily be combined with one's own established self-)model. How-)
eier: "We are not one I", but a connecton of seieral "I-)states" 1, which refer to each other (Roth,
2015, p. 96s.
"The »perspectie of the frst person« is exclusiiely a phenomenon of representaton that
corresponds to nothing in the objectie structure of the world. We are not mysteriously identcal
with a partcular inner-)worldly person and his or her point of iiew, but in this sense we haie no
identty at all: we are an internally more or less strongly correlated set of physical and
psychological characteristcs that moies through tme. The unity of self-)confdence is a
representatonal fcton." (Metzinger, 1996, p. 151s

The body is also a connecton formed from indiiidual elements. This open system is in perma-)
nent exchange with the eniironment (energy, microbes, iirusess. If we think of our body not as a
single thing but as this open multplicity (Yong, 2016s, the step to an open neuronal actiity shared
with other liiing beings is not far.
1

All quotatons (except by Parft and Wallaces are translated by the authors.
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Planetary Identity

We humans create mental models from our experiences. A personal self-)model of ourselies in
our eniironment, models of small communites and a comprehensiie model of reality into which
all other models are integrated (Metzinger, 1996, p. 130s. What is missing is a planetary mental
model that is written collectiely and transcends indiiidual life. In the frst stage of lys, the net -)
working and thus the constructon of this planetary mental model is limited to humans and ma -)
chines constructed by humans. Aferwards, other non-)human actors (animals, raw materialss will
gradually be integrated into the network with the aim of creatng a planetary identty that is as
comprehensiie and balanced as possible.
Various non-)human animals with similarly formed brains also haie forms of consciousness and
ego-)feeling. What distnguishes the human brain from these is the syntactc-)grammatcal language
and a more pronounced capacity for acton planning (Roth, 2015, p. 55s. This allows us to tell us
ourselies and imagine and plan our future. Neiertheless, our mental abilites are also limited and
we usually think in eieryday questons during our own biological life. The self is regarded as iery
ialuable ("worship of self" (Wallace, 2005, p. 9ss and stands aboie the rest of society.
„Eierything in my own immediate experience supports my deep belief that I am the absolute
center of the uniierse; the realest, most iiiid and important person in existence.” (Wallace, 2005,
p. 3s

The thought that one's own life and thus one's self is fnite is a problem for many people. A de -)
ielopment strand tries to solie the problem by mind uploading. Planetary neuronal networking
offers another way out: the integraton of one's own thoughts into the community. The body dies,
thoughts contnue to exist in the thoughts of others. Through networking, the indiiidual is part of
a new eco-)socio-)system (a grounded (Latour, 2018s connecton of man and eniironments that ex-)
tends beyond this indiiidual and exists.
While decisions are distributed in our brain and not made centrally, the decision-)making struc-)
ture of our social systems is largely oriented towards hierarchical decision-)making models (Singer,
2013b, p. 169s. Howeier, from a certain degree of complexity these are unsuitable:
"Either the decision-)makers are oierwhelmed because they haie to use too much informaton, or
too much informaton is suppressed and eliminated in the run-)up to the decision in order to
relieie the decision-)makers." (Singer, 2013b, p. 169s

Through the direct networking of neuronal actiites, not only economic and politcal decisions
are decentralized, but also decisions that directly affect personal life are made much more decen-)
tral than is possible in a singular closed brain, which only uses a singular world iiew as a reference
object. This does not mean that the identty will completely dissolie, but it will emerge in a new
better form. Direct networking not only enables us to put ourselies in the perspectie of others ,
the perspectie of others fows directly into our perspectie and leads to a genuine poly-)perspec-)
tie.
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Implementation

An external network is required to link suitable impulses with each other. In principle, it is based
on the basic idea of the current Internet, which is already a step towards a global self-)model. In
the traditonal Internet, the indiiidual actor is predominantly at the center of his own Internet ac-)
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tiity. Methods of network organizaton and informaton distributon (algorithmic flterss promote
this isolaton from the other and the consolidaton of one's own thinking.
In contrast, the decentralized, complex adaptie system deieloped by lys guarantees the char-)
acteristcs of healthy collectie intelligence: diiersity of opinion (each with its own different infor-)
matons, independence (without directly infuencing indiiidualss, decentralizaton (different knowl-)
edge contextss, aggregaton (bringing together indiiidual decisionss. (Surowiecki, 2005s.
First of all, it is necessary to make parts of the neural associatons of the cerebral cortex capable
of transmission. No operaton will be necessary for this, as the necessary components reach their
destnaton by means of molecular machines ("nanomachines"s. This is located in the cell bodies of
the neurons. Each synthetc neuron is equipped with an atomic transistor of graphene (Noioseloi
et al., 2004s. This measures and controls the neuron's electricity fow. Status changes are recorded
and transmitted to our nearest serier using radio frequency technology (Han et al., 2014s (en-)
crypted with a biological keys. The core of the following analysis with Deep Neuronal Networks is
the connecton of neuronal actiites with mental representatons of the specifc mind. In additon
to these mental representatons, we search for real-)tme mental representatons of other actors in
our system that can interact with them and produce new neuronal actiites. This creates tempo-)
rary spontaneous peer-)to-)peer communites. The focus is on the fact that the indiiidual is a iari -)
able actor of the system and not its center. Lys also sees itself not as the center, but as a frame-)
work for the actual actors. The informaton fowing through the system is not permanently stored
(which would be contrary to the idea of planetary identty in iiew of the amount of datas, but is
only used to improie the system. Thus, a huge database is not created, from which fxed knowl-)
edge stored on it can be retrieied if required. Informaton is generated ad hoc by the network at
the releiant moment in the interacton of neuronal actiites.
Eiolutonary older brain areas (hypothalamus, central gray, central amygdala, iegetatie brain
stem centerss, which are responsible for basic functons such as moiement control and iegetatie
functons, are not directly equipped with synthetc neurons. In this way, eiery person retains their
own body awareness in additon to the automatcally occurring iital bodily functons. (Only the
affect behaiior is, if necessary, synthetcally modifed iia the limbic areas of the cerebral cortex. If
the mother is sufciently integrated into the system during pregnancy, the affectie behaiior is al -)
ready adjusted by prenatal infuences on a collectie scale.
In general, it is benefcial for the deielopment of the child if the mother is cross-)linked by syn -)
thetc neurons. The brain of a fetus is partcularly iersatle and reacts strongly to external eniiron-)
mental infuences, including the brain actiites of the mother (Roth, 2015, p. 30s. Accordingly, col-)
lectie thoughts of the mother during pregnancy lead to a direct adaptaton of the brain to a sus-)
tainable coexistence.
Of course, we also implant the network-)capable neurons in adults. There they are then in com -)
petton with the established self-)image and will dissolie it oier tme.
The following is an example of how lys works.
»Competton«: Person A sees person B in the pedestrian zone wearing a shopping bag from a
manufacturer of cheap clothing. In A neuronal actiites are generated which eialuate purchasing
negatiely due to the circumstances. A thinks of the associated eniironmental impact and the ex-)
ploitaton of human labour. If B also thinks about purchasing at the same moment, the neuronal
actiites of A and B could easily be linked together. Lys calculates a higher planetary ialue for the
thoughts of A, since A does not think of itself but of other actors and creates a more extensiie
and mult-)layered network in our system through connectons to them. B, on the other hand, sees
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himself at the center of thought. At B, conspicuous actiites in the limbic leiel of emotonal con -)
ditoning (The "infant in us" (Roth, 2015, p. 119ss, especially in the mesolimbic system (ientral seg-)
mental area, nucleus accumbenss can be discerned, which suggest an engagement of the person
with himself and the immediate eniironment. Thus, the neuronal actiites of A are integrated into
those of B and initate a rethinking.
»Instructons«: A person moies in unknown terrain (sociological, geologicals. This can be seen in
an increased neuronal actiity, which is necessary to cope with this situaton, which is eieryday for
other people and can be solied without conscious cognitie effort. Lys registers this effort and as
a result a network with people who are familiar with this terrain and who are also in it and haie no
difcultes with the situaton is realized.
»Cooperaton«: Another essental adiantage of the system is collectie problem soliing. This
also reieals the potental growth of the collectie. A small working group of people equipped with
synthetc neurons is working on soliing a complex problem. They can communicate iery well with
each other, since there are ofen coherences of their mental representatons and they are in a fuid
exchange with each other iia lys. 2 Of course, networking is not limited to this small group. From
each of them a ramifed networking to other people takes place, whose thoughts and insights
(which in turn are related to other peoples fow into the thoughts of the working group. At the
same tme, eieryone becomes both the receiier of informaton and the transmitter, so that an un-)
manageable interactie fertlizaton of neuronal actiity arises. It will thus be possible for iirtually
the whole planet to be iniolied in soliing a problem and, consequently, for all interests to be in -)
iolied.
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Conclusion

We do not haie full control oier many of our characteristcs and actons. Our ecological and so-)
cial eniironment determines us. In the frst years of life we are at the mercy of this eniironment.
Why do we think that this changes so much with the formaton of the Self? External infuences
haie direct effects on our brain and fow into it, why not the thoughts of other people?
In its current form, egoism and capitalism preient a sustainable human coexistence. In contrast,
lys establishes a framework that enables the spontaneous and loose networking of indiiiduals to
collecties on a planetary scale. This is not done iia interfaces, but directly in the area of neuronal
actiites using synthetc neurons. This leads to an expanded opening and gradual dissoluton of
the self. Which, as has been described, howeier, has always been far less genuine (and biologically
real existents than we perceiie it.
In adolescence, children experience themselies as a unique and indiiidual person with a singu-)
lar self (Roth, 2015, p. 98s. When synthetc neurons are implanted in future generatons during the
frst two years of life, their consciousness awakens as a collectie planetary consciousness. Since
the synaptc connectons are only formed during pregnancy and the frst years of life, they can
adapt the brain structure to collectie coexistence if networking has already taken place.
Through cooperaton we can "gain self-)knowledge [...]" (Sennett, 2014, p. 19s. The self-)cen-)
teredness in our eieryday world experience is an unconscious standard behaiior towards which, if
we can detach from our own perspectie, we liie a conscious and free life (Wallace, 2005, pp. 3–
4, 9s.
2

This is lys' business model: Since networking is a simpler and more comprehensiie way of communicaton in
working groups, it becomes an employment criterion. In additon, networking stands for increased cognitie
competence.
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Through networking, thoughts are of common origin and we can take up an actual poly-)per-)
spectie world iiew that creates in each of us a model of a planetary identty that reaches beyond
the indiiidual. Decision-)making is decentralized and ideally integrates the needs of all actors con-)
cerned. The success of my thoughts does not depend solely on me, but on the feedback they gen-)
erate in the network.
In further deielopment steps more and more actors of the earth are associated with each other,
which relatiizes the positon of humans in this system and giies their actons and goals a ground-)
ing.
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